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By Joseph Pascale
Reflecting on the recent
Virginia Tech tragedy and
taking a look at Centenary's
plan for response in situations
that pose a threat, Rev. David
Jones, vice-president for
Student Services, said,"The
emergency procedure is really
always in draft form. Occasions
such as this, even occasions of
lesser evil, cause us to review
our procedure, and we're
going to be looking into it over
the next few weeks."
Jones said that Centenary
will begin paying for a service
that sends out "a voice and text
message blast," in the event of
an emergency.
The cell phone number
or PDA that each student
registers with the college
will be the channel for the
message.
Another idea being

discussed is the installation of
cameras on the outside of
buildings. Jones said that the
college had originally been
thinking of installing the
cameras in the back parking lot
to prevent theft, but in the wake
of the shooting, the consensus
was that monitoring the campus
itself would be better. A
monitor would view the feed
from the cameras in a safe,
locked location so they could
watch a hostile person and give
information on the person's
location and actions to police
and whoever else needed it at
the time.
Centenary recently
contracted Motivated Security
Service for guards that patrol
the campus. Two to five guards
are always on duty, depending
on the time of day.
"The guards observe and

assist more than anything
else," Jones said. The guards
do not carry guns, and if they
saw an active shooter, they
would not intervene personally;
they would call the Hackettstown police and let them take
over. Jones said that,
interestingly, Hackettstown
police happened to go through
an active shooter drill during
the week before the shooting at
Virginia Tech .
Asked whether there are
any plans in the works beyond
messaging everyone of an
emergency lockdown via cell
phone, since when people are
in class they are expected to
have their cell phones turned
off or not check them, Jones
replied that that is a point to
consider, and the college is
open to suggestions as it
reviews

'
By Coree Reuter

(See· photos, p. 8.)

About 50 members of
the Centenary community lit
candles for fallen Virginia Tech
students at a candlelight vigil
onApril18, 2007.
''I'm really sad for
everyone there, I just hope that
something like this never
happens here and that we are
prepared to handle it if it
does," said Kristin Lesino, a
junior transfer student. "I hope
everyone can go back to school
as normally as possible and ·
become a more close-knit
family."
"It's terrible. The fact that
students and young people are
willing to go and kill other
young people is awful," said
Roseanne Long, a freshman.
"When it comes down to it, if
someone is willing to do
something like that, there's not

much you can do. It all comes
down to the elementary idea of
not picking on someone or
messing with someone, when
you know itfs wrong."
As expected, campus
security was on everyone's
mind.
"I don't know that there
is ever a way to prevent
something like this. We do have
a crisis plan in case that is
always being reviewed," said
Kathleen Boody, Associate
Dean of Students.
"There is really not much
you can do," said Candice
Chase, supervisor of first year
students. "It's unpredictable. It
is something that no matter
what precautions you take, how
safe you are, anything is
possible; anything can happen.
You just don't know."

."The college has always
done a very good job of
recognizing students who are at
risk and trying to assist them
and getting them engaged in
services that can assist them,"
said Boody. "We always have
believed that the security of our
students is of the utmost
importance and that every
decision we make follows
along those lines."
Boody mentioned that the
college has had recent
discussions about an
automated alert system in
which students will have the
option of voluntarily giving
their cell phone numbers and email addresses so if the college
needs to shut down for some
reason they will receive notice
through their cell phones.

Ronald Garriques
The Centenary College
May 2007 Commencement
Speaker will be Ronald
Garriques, president of Dell
Global Consumer Group. Prior
to recently joining Dell, Mr.
Garriques held the position of
Divisional President/Executive
VP at Motorola , Inc.
He has many
connections to Centenary,
having grown up in
Hackettstown and attended
Hackettstown public schools;
additionally, his grandmother
worked for the Centenary
College food service for many
years. Further, his brother,
Centenary College's head
wrestling Coach John
Garriques, made the initial
For now, the Centenary
College community can help by
following safety guidelines that
are already in place, such as
keeping doors closed and

Photo courtesy of Dell Inc.
contact with the college,
making his visit possible.
Ronald Garriques holds
a Master's degree in Business
Administration from The
Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania, a
Master's degree in Mechanical
Engineering from Stanford
University, and a Bachelor's
degree in mechanical
engineering from Boston
University. He is a member of
the Board of Trustees Qf
Boston University, chairman of
Boston University's Alumni
Council and a member of the
Board of Directors of the
United Way of Lake County ,
Illinois.

notifying Security or Student
Affairs personnel if something
suspicious occurs. Students
should dial 0 from a campus
phone in case of emergency.
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My learning
disability does
not define me

Teach
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and learn

By Christine Gautier

By JuneJung
I have always known
that I was different. I was
diagnosed with Attention
Summer is the season a
Deficit Disorder with Hyperstressed-out college student is
Activity when I was five,
waiting for. The long summer
but I dislike being labeled. I
break is a gateway for college
felt excluded when I was
students to express their
younger and considered myself youthful passions and forget
an outsider. I sat on the
about all the work of the
playground curb, watching
academic year. But for Craig
other children playing and
Alaburda, 22, a Criminal
laughing, and wondered, "Why
JustiCe major, this summer
don't they ask me to join?" I
break will be extraordinary. He
wanted to talk to them, but I
is planning to go to Fuzhou,
was afraid o~ being teased.
China, to teach Hwa Nan
During kindergarten,
University students for two
Sarah Forsythe, who was ill the weeks.
third grade, befriended me, and
"Of course, I love to
taught me how to properly .
.·spend some time with my
socialize with others.
girlfriend like any other college
I was encouraged by her guys. But I am more exited to
patience and understanding,
meet people overseas. I decided
discovering my own self-worth. to go, because I believe it is
Sarah Forsythe made the
worth a try. I can experience
difference between feeling
different cultures. I feel it is
apart and feeling as if I
important to see other
belonged. There are still times
countries, since we are living in
when I believe that other
a globalized world."
people do not understand me,
Centenary college
but life would have been
students (12 undergraduate
unbearable if I had never met
students and one graduate
her.
student) are departing America
this summer to teach in YongOne day, I was leaving a In University in Korea and
mainstream Language Arts
Hwa Nan University, Angloclass--an accompiishment-Chinese College, and Nigbo
because I was in an isolated .
University in China. Students
Special Education classroom,
will be assigned to classes and
when a classmate approached
will teach English and
me and said, "You don't belong American culture to college
here."
students. Centenary College
The words motivated me will cover all expenses.
to prove her--and anyone else
"I enjoy helping
who doubted my abilities-international students, so this is
wrong. I answered defiantly,
a perfect job for me. I really
"Yes, I do."
like Asian culture and decor, so
In that moment, as nineit will be very interesting to
year-old second grader, I
just immerse myself in it. Plus,
became a fighter--not in the
it's a free trip, so you can't beat
physical, combative sense--but
it," says Sarah Maclaughiln,
in my determination to succeed
21, a Fashion Design major.
despite any challenges or
This "Teaching
difficulties encountered.
Overseas" project is one of
My learning disability is Centenary College's long-term
a part of me, but it does not
projects. It has been operating
define who I am.
for seven years. Every year

new participants learn from
previous participants.
"It started in 2000 ," says
Dr. Robert Frail, director of
International Studies and an
English Professor.
DrFrail says,
"Centenary College has been
sending students, faculty and
Environmental Engineering
professors to sister schools in
major in Yong In University
China, Korea, and Japan where
says, "I am excited to have
we have strong relationships.
American
college students as
Every year there are more and
my
teachers.
Because English
more students who want to go
is
a
second
language
to Korean
to teach."
students,
most
of
them
are
But some might worry
worried
about
making
mistakes
that undergraduate students
when they talk to foreign
might be unqualified for
people.
But if you have young
t~aching students: The worry
·college
students
teaching, I
includes lack of teaching skills,
believe
it
will
help
us to talk
co=unication skills and
more."
knowledge.
This does not mean that
"There have been many
there
is
no preparation. "We do
unqualified English teachers in
have
orientations
every two
Korea, who ended up going
.
weeks,"
says
Tang.
back to their countries.
During the orientation,
Although the classes are
they
learn
about proper
designed for entry level
manners,
cultural
differences,
students, there should be a clear
basic
greetings,
and
talk about
syllabus and ideas," says Gina
materials
that
they
will
teach in
Kang, who teaches English in
classes.
There
are
Chinese
Geul-Mack Private institution
language classes available on
in Korea.
campus, but they are not
But, "this project
mandatory.
There is no Korean
focuses more on the bright
language
class
available.
side," says Tang, Hong Rong
.
Alaburda
who takes
Tina, Administrative Assistant
Tang's
Chinese
class
says, "I
of International Studies.
learned
useful
expressions
like,
Tang, who worked as a
'Ni Hao (Hello),' 'Wei Sheng
bridge between Dr. Frail and
Jian Zai Nar? (Where is the
Chinese universities thinks
bathroom)' and 'Wo Juede (I
college students are better
·have a headache)' just in case."
because "most of the students
Tang says language
want to learn practical English
skills are optional, because
by playing games and having
"there will be staffs who speak
fun with 'friend-like' teachers.
both languages around
Since classes will last only two
American students, so it is not
or three weeks, we want the
necessary to speak Chinese or
Chinese students to have fun
Korean."
rather than boring English
Joseph Spayd,
classes."
International
Academic
"Many students prefer
Coordinator
in
Centenary
young teachers," says Dr. Frail.
College
strongly
recommends
Min Jung Kim, 24, an

that students teach foreigners.
He went to China to teach
shortly after his college
graduation.
Spayd was in Ping
Xiang College, Jiangxi
province for a year. "Many
people went to Japan and
Europe to teach, but I chose
China where I didn't have
much information. I wanted to
combine my two passions,
learning about culture and
teaching, so it was a great
choice."
He says that the
experience he had with Chinese
students helps him in his
current job with international
students. But he says that it
could be beneficial even though
you are looking for a job that
has nothing to do with
international people.
"If you have foreign
experience, you can easily
understand what kinds of
problems the international
students are going through,
because I was on my own, as
well. You can learn about
different cultures, but not only
that,it also tells you how
foreign people see America. So
overall, you learn how to
understand people."
International Liaison
and ESL instructor, Prof.
Arlene Young says, "I feel this
experience in China will
benefit the instructors greatly.
Not only is education global,
but the marketplace is certainly
globaL We all must be aware
of cultures other than our own."
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Global Warming continues to be a topic of debate, and while there are
still those who think it's just "a bunch of hot air," (according to an
editorial by retired scientist George L. Fowler, who thinks that no
studies to give real proof have actually occurred,) most people are in
agreement that it is happening~ but they have different thoughts on why.
Recent headlines related to the topic include, "Grasshoppers give clues
about Global Warming," "Americans say Global Warming is a Problem,"
"Oceans Cause Global Warming," "Ancient Global Warming Triggered by
Volcanoes," and "Effects ofGlobal Warming can be Successfully Reversed." As
you can probably tell, everyone is on a different page with the issue,
and they all have different opinions on what is causing the increasingly·
warm temperatures of our planet.
In relation to that last headline, everyone is on a different page
regarding how to go about reversing the climate cha~ge, as well. I think the
main reason is that no one is stepping forward and taking thejnitiative
for people to follow; however, college campuses are similar to small
cities, and if they were to begin practices· to reduce their global warming
emissions, it could really begin to have an impact on surrounding
communities.
For example, take Rowan University, the frrst college in New Jersey to
sign a pledge to work toward becoming "climate· neutral." This means
that the university will develop a plan to reduce its carbon emissions as much as
it can and then compensate for the remaining emissions with
initiatives such as purchasing renewable energy. Thus far, Rowan has signed a
contract to purchase 25% of its energy from wind resources. Its
recycling program placed third in a national collegiate waste-minimization competition
last year.
The American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment that
Rowan signed has been signed by 198 presidents across the nation so
far. This is a great start toward helping our nation figure out how it
can deal with carbon emissions and hopefully something that will
continue to spread to other colleges and institutions around the country.
For more information about the ACUPCC visit presidentsclim.atecon1rnitment.org
Joseph Pascale, editor
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By Coree Reuter
The men had no concern said Ziegert. "There will be
for the ice that held them so
safe ice in the middle, but no
precariously above the depths
way to get to it."
of the Lake in Budd Lake, New
Safe ice, according to
Jersey. They stood huddled
Wood and Ziegert, needs to be
over their hand-drilled holes,
about four inches thick, though
waiting for the slightest twitch
Wood claimed he had been out
in their line. Ice fishing brought on the ice when therewere
them together in the 20-degree
ohlytwo inches.
weather in the middle of
On this day, the ice was
January, and the thought of
about a foot thick; and even
waiting until spring to fish
though there was no chance of
simply made them chuckle.
it cracking, a novice might still
"Ice fishing is for the
be nervous.
people who can't sit still on the
Ziegert said that the best
couch in the winter," said Dave time to fish was between seven
Wood, an avid ice fisherman
and eight in the morning. "We·
since he was 12.
usually go to lunch around
"It's hit and miss; some
eleven and come back to
days you will get a bucketful of fish more in the afternoon," he
fish jigging, sometimes you get said.
four or five, sometimes you run
The break is needed, too.
around all day and get
Temperatures this year dipped
nothing."
below 10 degrees on several
Wood used a mechanical
occasions. In order to stay
fishing system, called a tip-up,
warm, it is important to
which used live bait to lure fish dress appropriately for a day on
onto his line. The bait would
the ice.
swim freely on the line, and
According to the
when a fish took the bait, the
Environmental Education for
line would pull on the reel, and
Kids (EEK) website, warmth
a flag would pop up from the
isn't a matter of how many
mechanism. This system
layers of clothing you wear, but
allowed ice fisherman to fish in how the clothing is layered.
several different locations at
The layer closest to the
the same time.
skin should be made of
Another method, jigging,
moisture-wicking material such
was preferred by Ted Ziegert, a
as polypropylene, including a ·
four-year veteran of the ice.
shirt, pants, socks, and mitten
This method consisted of
liners, The next layer is the
synthetic or baited lures and
. warmth layer. Wool is the best
required constant monitoring of choice. A face mask or neck
one hole in the ice.
warmer is essential in windy
The men were cheerful
weather, as well as a
despite the snow flurries that
hat with generous ear flaps.
swirled over the lake, speaking
The fmallayer is the
with enthusiasm for the sport
windbreaker. The wind can cut
that lasts for a short time - the through even the warmest wool
ice melts fast once the sun is
sweater or jacket when out on
high in the sky.
the lake. Waterproof and well"The shore will melt
insulated winter boots are the
before the center of the lake,"
best footwear for ice fishing.

On Budd Lake, unlike in
the midwest , it is fairly
uncommon to see permanent
shelters out on the ice, as the
safety of the ice changes often,
beacuse of milder winter.
However, occasionally there
would are some temporary
shelters on the lake to protect
the fishermen from the cold
conditions.
A large fish population of
muskellunge, bass, pan fish,
perch, Northern pike and
walleye inhabit Budd Lake,
which spans 175 acres. In the
winter, however, it is the '
crappies that seem to bite the
most.

Crappies average 10
inches and usually weigh less
than a pound- a 14-inch
crappie is usually considered a
monster. Despite what their
name suggests, they are very
good to eat. Ziegert however,
throws them back.
"I just borrow them," he
said. "Theyfre healthy, but they
aren't happy."
Ziegert has also had
success catching Northern pike
during the winter season. "I had
a 33-inch fish on Thursday, 11
pounds!
"Ice fishing should be a
test of will," said Ziegert.
Indeed, this reporter

could barely stay on the lake
for the 20 minutes it took to
talk to the fishermen]
But there was also a
certain peace out on the lake
- a silence that settled gently
and held each man in his own
separate cocoon of ice, wind,
and water.
"I use it as a chance to
think, a little solitude," Ziegert
continued.
And then he smiled, and
there was a twinkle in his eye.
"Why do I love ice
fishing? It's the only chance I
get to walk on water."

At left, one cold fisherman, properly
dressed for the occasion, surveys Budd
Lake; above, an ice hole after having
been dug by the implement seen below.
All photos on this and opposite page by
Coree Reuter.

On opposite page, a
group of ice fishmen on
Budd Lake in early April
and one of the temporary shelters used.
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By Frank Hajzer

By Edward Cross

The new gym is
complete, but as of press time,
the area around it was far from
finished. The hay-strewn mud
was the beginning of the work
that must be completed on the
new gym.
Gilbane, the architects
of the gym, are responsible for
completing the ground
work, but it has been slow
going. The work was delayed
in April, because of the
constant rain.
Muddy areas need a
variety of repair work. Powerraking, deoris removal,
mulching, and seeding are

necessary to complete the gym
grounds. Additionally, benches

Woyzeck,

By Frank Hajzer
Woyzeck, the first
modern play of our time,
written in 1836, is scheduled to
play in the campus theatre
from May 3 to May 6.
Directed by Prof. Carl
Wallnau, chair of the
Communication and Fine Arts
Department and director of the
Centenary Stage Company, and
entired student-cast, the play is
set in Germany..
Woyzeck,the main

characte, is played by
Chris Young. Other lead
actors include Christoph
Nowaczyk, Leon Hill, Amanda
Maxfield, and Jeremy Hall.

and plants are being installed to
Starting this summer,
beautify the grounds. The
there will be a new fraternity
ground sprinklers need repairs · on Centenary College's
to
campus. Alpha Phi Omega ,
maintain the foliage, too.
also known as the National
"Therefs a lot of work
Service Fraternity will be
that needs to be done on the
available to all Centenary
exterior. It's a mess," Dominick College students, both male
Maltese, head of Facilities
and female.
said.
'
Its first executive board
The grounds are going
consists of Kim Converse
to be the new campus green.
as president, Dan Citarerella as
The plan is to have the area
vice president, Lauren Kregger
completed by, or before,
as treasurer, Michelle Hill as
commencement. However, if
secretary, and Rosie Long as
the work is deemed
historian.
unsatisfactory, facilities will
Alpha Phi Omega ,
start over.
. which focuses on community
"I want to see that area
service, is a nationwide
green by commencement " .
fraternity with over 320,000
Maltese said.
'
members on over 700
campuses. Chapters exist in
New Jersey colleges including
Rutgers, Rider, and Rowan and
Fashion program faculty many others. Each chapter is
its own self governing
member Julia Sharp designed
organization, electing its
the costuming.
·
officers .
. According to Megan
Alpha Phi Omega is a
Corbitt, who will be light board
student-based
organization
operator for the play, "It is
which
focuses
on developing
going to be a very interesting
leadership
while
helping the
play because no one is going to
be expecting what they're
going to see. It will be an
awesome sbow to see"
The setting is an insane
asylum. The character
Woyzeck is a man with
psychological disabilities and
the play is about his therapy.
The play opens up with
Woyzeck in a straight jacket;
the other characters in the play
are mainly people trying to
help him.
"I guess you could call the play
a psychological thriller",
said Jillian Rivera, who will be
playing an innkeeper in the
play. "It
really makes you think".

community. All of the
national board members are
alumni of the fraternity and are
elected by current members.
· Chapters in different
colleges often work together
on different community service
projects, allowing students to
work together with students in
other colleges in order to build
friendships while serving the
community. Community .
service is the primary mission
of Alpha Phi Omega, as it.
works by helping blood drives
volunteering at hospitals,
'
helping out YMCA
·
activities, and repairing
pl~ygrounds,

as well as helping

w1th many other community
service programs.
It is the largest Greek
letter fraternity in the
n_ation and has been a fraternity
smce 1925. It is unique
because it is the only fraternity
to focus mainly on community
service. According to the
Alpha Phi Omega handbook, it
offers "a series of creative
situations in which to develop
your leadership skills, a

chance to build lasting
friendships, both on your
campus and across the
country, and a way to give of
yourself as an active participant
in a meaningful service
program designed to help
others,"
Joining Alpha Phi
Omega will give Centenary
students a chance
to make college life more
enjoyable and rewarding.
It will test your abilities and
sharpen your social skills. The
purpose of alpha Phi Omega is
to help others while bettering
yourself.
Meetings for Alpha Phi
Omega are held weekly. This
group of students will be the
first class of Alpha Phi Omega
in Centenary College. "I am
looking forward to getting this
started" said secretary
Michelle Hill. "It's going to be
a lot of work, but it will be a lot
of fun; we have a great group
of people." For more
information, see Cherilyn
Brooks in the third floor ofthe
Ferry ~uilding.
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Alternate
spring break
helped others
By Frank Hajzer
Centenary College
students took part in an
alternate Spring Break, a fiveday trip to help people in the
Appalachian Mountains in
Virginia, an area where poverty
is particularly present.
According to Cherilyn
Brooks, director of
Community Services, the
goal of the trip is to help the
local people, build
relationships among the
students, and educate about the
benefits of community service.
Eleven students and four
chaperones undertook the 11hourdrive.
The students were
scheduled to stay in a
renovated elementary school
which had been set up for
groups who come to help the
people in tlie area by the
Appalachia Service Project, or
ASP. Students were expected
to have acquired a basic
background of the area and the
poverty level there.
The students names
were: Constance Edouard,
Yolander Graham, Roseanne
Long, Kimberley Converse,
Brian Nauer, Mike Schwarte,
Drew Renaldo, Keith Penny,
Jeff Spychalski, Sun Young
Ahn. Candice Chase and
myself were the chaperones.
Everything went as planned.
We had a great time and helped
2 families.
The trip was funded by
the Community Services
department of Centenary
College and the $100 fee
students paid for the trip.

By Coree Reuter
The book "1,000 Places
to See Before You Die" takes
you on a 900-page tour of the.
:world and its wonders. For
some, these places are a plane
ride away, and for others,
merely a step out the door.
Luckily for Centenary students,
some of them are within a few
hours travel.
Did you know that Cape
May, New Jersey, was
America's premier seaside
resort in the mid-1800s,
attracting summer residents
such as P.T. Barnum and Robert
E. Lee?
More than 600
Victorian structures make up
the town's Historic District,
where they have been turned
into shops, cafes, and inns.
The town has more than
60 bed and breakfasts and is
still an important commercial
fishing port, providing fresh
seafood that has built the
town's reputation as a great
place for great seafood.
The Cape May area is
also home to Wildwood, a
seaside resort that has an
amusement-crammed
boardwalk and other
attractions, such as the 400
species of birds that have
made Cape May one of the
country's top three places to
bird-watch.
Want more ab.out our
state? The Adirondacks
National Park, about 220 miles
from Centenary, is the largest
park in the continental United
States. The six-million-acre
park is legally protected to
remain "forever wild."
Surrounded by
mountains, forests, and more
than 2,500 lakes and ponds, the
area is inviting to many
camping enthusiasts.

Historically, influential
folk such as Whitney,
Vanderbilt, and Rockefeller
chose the park for their "Great
Camps," where they enjoyed
time away from their busy
lives. Fewer than two dozen of
these camps remain today,
many of them still owned by
the families that built them.
Others operate as summer
camps, educational institutions,
and hotels.
Closer to the college,
about 130 miles away, but
offering the same charm, is
Catskill National Park.
Woodstock is the Catskills'
most famous town, even
though the famous musical
event took place 50 miles away.
Beaverkill River is a
must-see if you like to fish, as
it was the birthplace of
American fly fishing and is
perhaps the most famous trout
stream in the U.S.
One of the most
impressive sights could be the
Mohonk Mountain House,
the only remaining type of
lodging once prevalent in the
area. The building is seven
stories high, was built in 1869
by two Quaker brothers,
and is still run by the same
family.
For the brave, a milelong hike called the Lemon
Squeeze by locals takes you to
the top of a watch tower
where you can see six states on
a clear day.
At roughly 200 miles
away, Cooperstown, New York
is a baseball lover's dream
destination. According to
legend, in 1839 Abner
Doubleday laid out the
dimensions of a diamond there
and originated the game of
baseball. It is also the home of

the National Baseball Hall of
Fame, where some 36,000
items make up the three-story
museum's collection.
However, Cooperstown
also is home to the prestigious
Glimmerglass Opera in July and August, a summer festival
that attracts music fans from
all over the country.
Lastly, Saratoga Springs ,
about 200 miles away, offers a
look into the privileged life of
horse racing. Not only that, the
town also hosts the New York
City Ballet for three weeks in
July, the Philadelphia
Orchestra for three weeks in
August, and many big-name
artists at the Saratoga
Performing Arts Center.
The jewel of the crown,
however, is the elegant

, Saratoga Race Course ,
America's oldest and loveliest
sports venue. Everyone who is
anyone in thoroughbred racing
has graced Saratoga's track,
and some 1,800 horses compete
at its annual summer racing
season. The main course was
built in 1864, and the National
Museum of Racing and the
Horse Racing Hall of Fame are
located across the street.
Instead of spending the
summer on the couch, take a
weekend to visit one of these
must-see places. You have
1,000 places to visit before you
die; better get started!
For more information,
"1 ,000 Places to See Before
You Die" can be
purchased at any major
bookseller or online at http:/I
www.lOOObeforeyoudie.corn!

Yearbooks should be on campus
by May 10.
They will. be on sale
in the campus bookstore for $37 each.
Checks.may be make payable to
The Yearbook, Centenary College.
Credit cards may be used ..
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Moments captured above from the candlelight vigil held during the week after the
shootings at Virginia Tech and showing solidarity with the Virginia Tech community.
Photos: Coree Reuter

(See related article,
p.l.)
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The story is so compelling,
that wanting to see it unfold
makes the game worth buying,
even though its playability is
limited," Strunk insisted.
Another college gamer,
Brian Troilo, played the game
infrequently, but it left him
with a negative impression. His
only positive experience with
God of War 2 was the story,
which involves the player in an
interactive movie.
"I can just sit and watch
people play role-playing games
because its like watching a
movie," Troilo said.
The player takes on the
persona of Kratos. His fate is
guided by the player's

A city is on the brink of
annihilation. People are being
slaughtered before your eyes,
as the city bums in the
backround. A lone warrior
looks to the sky, not in
introspection, or for guidance,
but to inform his lord of
Spartan victory.
He proclaims his victory
not to the typical gods of the
Greek pantheon, but to a
mortal- turned god in light of
his previous exploits.
The god of war was once
Aries, but is now Kratos, a man
who overcame a tragic
past to ascend to Mount
Olympus as the new God of
War. A new tale is on the
horizon.
The video game's
tagline is "The end begins."
True to the tagline, the
game twists and turns with its
puzzles, fights, and storyline,
only to leave the player

wanting more.
God of War 2 is an epic
game for many reasons, but
everyday garners' opinions v.ary
as towhy.
It is a game worthy of
professional discourse. Many
media outlets have reviewed
the game with staff writers and
editors venting their
frustrations and offering praise
about the game.
EvefY.day garners have
opinionstoo,though.Those
people make up the heart of the
industry. Garners experience
video games without a
professional tag attached
to them. Their opinions are
valid tools for improving the
gaming industry, and relating
experiences to other garners.
God of War 2 has had
many professional reviews, but
regular garners have much to
say about what makes the game
click with them.

Joshua Strunk, a
Centenary student and selfproclaimed hardcore gamer,
thinks God of War 2 is a fun
game to play, but thinks the
franchise needed a sequel--the
compelling story of why God
of War 2 delivers to the
audience.
The gameplay, unique
moves, and weapons all added
to the positive experience
Strunk had with the game. The
context-sensitive kills (button
sequences designed to eviscerate a foe in a unique fashion)
and story are the high points in
his playing experience.
The negatives are
handicapping to overall
gameplay, though. The thirdperson fixed camera does not
allow for full immersion in the
environment. Blind spots in the
camera hamper complete
exploration throughout the
story. The game suffers from
constant, thumb- numbing
button mashing, too.
"It's a mindless game,
but enjoyable because of the
gameplay. It's a limited
gaJI).e. The first game makes
God of War 2 worth playing.

Caring celebrities can
effect change

stepping out of his comfort
zone in "The Diary of Jay-Z :
Water for Life." Jay-Z told an
audience packed in the U.N.
Trusteeship Council chamber "I
was looking for a cause to
attach myself to" and "because
it is the most basic need," he
decided on water. While being
followed by MTV, Jay-Z
visited children living without
clean water in Angola and
South Africa while on his
worldwide tour this past fall.
He helped one girl carry a 20liter bucket of water to her oneroom home where she lives
with her family. He also took
walks in the area. "You can't
even take a deep breath," he
toldMTV.
He also visited a more
rural area where he donated a
"play pump" whichpumps
water from the ground and
stores it in a tank, so that
people didn't have to carry
heavy pails of water. Jay-Z ,

who recently came out of
administrative, and educational
"retirement" to record his new
purposes. Oprah hand-selected
album, Kingdom Come, told the
these girls. She judged them on
MTV audience he would
leadership quality, previous
donate the proceeds from an
grades and overall potential.
upcoming concert in to Water
Oprah said she immediately fell
for Life. "So many people that
in love with these girls, and
I've seen can't get clean water.
wanted to help change their
It's a crime," he says at the end
lives. She donated this school
of the documentary. ''I'm on a
because she believes that "one
mission, and I will not forget."
if these girls will change the
We have all heard of or
face of Africa ... .I never had
seen the Oprah show. Well, Ms
children, and now I know
Winfrey has gone above and
why ... I have been blessed with
beyond. Besides founding the
112 daughters," she said.
Angel Network, she has
He's a rock star, and a
recently spent over $4 million
humanitarian. Bono of U2 ,
on building a leadership
along with a few associates
academy for girls in South
including Oprah has started the
Africa .. ABC network followed Product Red Campaign.
Oprah and her crew on the
Product red has merged with
journey to create the academy, - big companies such as G~p,
and select thell2 Girls that will Apple, Converse, and Armani
call this immaculate campus
to fight AIDS aridHIV ill
home. The campus consists of
Africa·. For·every Red product
dormitories, a sparklingly clean thatis bought, five percent of
cafeteria, a theatre, and
the proceeds go to the Product
countless buildings used for
Red charity. "If we can't go

'
By Edward Cross

By Constance Edouards
For decades, celebrities
have been playing a huge role .
in what clothes we buy, what
music we listen to, and how we
should spend our time. There
are dozens of celebs who are
constantly in the pubic eye for
negative and positive things.
But what about the celebs who
are changing and saving lives?
I am talking about the likes of
Jay- Z, Oprah and Bono.
I would expect nothing
less from a king; I'm talking
about the king of New York.
· You may know him as Sean
Carter, Young Hova;Hip Hop's
savior, or just Jay-Z. He is

interactions, death(s), and
accomplishments. Seeing the
game as a movie allows for a
more casual playstyle. The
story does not burden the
players with human competition, so they can enrich
themselves with the epic
storytelling.
Troilo's negative
drawback about the game is
similar to Strunk's though. The
game is debased as a button-

masher. No skill is involved in
smashing buttons to
accomplish the game's goals.
The game is too easily beaten
for Troilo to pay it any mind.
"I would not be caught
dead buying it. I would not
waste my money buying a
game thatfs going to take me
two days to beat," Troilo said.
Reviews by everyday
garners lend credibility to
certain games on a personal
level. While professional
reviews in industry magazines
serve the public at large,
reviews by the players
themselves serve peers. God of
War 2 is a game that elicits
opinions among garners. Like
any game, it has positives and
negatives that garners take
into consideration. What is
important is the communication
everyday garners give back to
the industry.
Opinions allow for
debate, improvements, and
speculation to flourish. Those
points are important for any
potential game, even if it is
about something as intimidating as the God of War.

mainstream with our issues,
let's go slipstream. Let's surf
on the back of the wake of
these companies. And, I tell
you, it won't be long before our
surfboard is moving at its own
speed, on its own wave." Bono
said in one interview in the
Insider recently.
"This campaign is the
perfect way to get the everyday
consumer involved in human
issues," said a 22-year-old Gap
shopper. It gives younger and
older people something to be
proud of.
Celebrities have the
money and the influence to
change the way the average
person lives. "This is really
sexy to m,e. It is sexy to want to
change the world." Bono said.
The fact that they help, and
wantto get others involved
saysalot.
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Jay-Z not a 'savior
of hip-hop,'
a
good listen, anyway
By Constance Edouard
Blaze start the sway with "Oh
He's back! The king of
My God." The track
New York is back with a solid
"Anything," with Pharrell and
album. I will admit I had my
Usher, is irresistible and
dou~ts that rather than bringing
impossible not to dance to.
his usual passion, the album
Even "Hollywood," Jay-Z's
Kingdom Come would be a
testimonial about hardships
bundle of tired rhymes. But I
featuring Beyonce , has a
can tell you, it is a good effort;
surprising groove.
not great, but it is good.
And based simply on
Although Jay-z retired
sample quality, Kingdom Come
for the second time just four
is beyond reproach. Jay-Z has ·
years ago, he has something to
prove. Following a short-lived . an artful style with his samples.
They flash through the track
retirement and his remarkable
like a old memory. It's hard
farewell album, 2003's The
not to smile wheri you hear
Black Album, Jay-Z decided
how skillfully Jay-Z slides
that he need to make music,
snippets of "Superfreak" by
the Mic was calling.
Rick James or "Shaft in
Kingdom Come is a
Africa" by Isaac Hayes into his
two-disc album: Disc one has
tracks. If you're a little
14 tracks, and disc two has
nostialgic, it will take
three live recordings from his
you back to those Saturday
1996 smash debut, Reasonable
afternoon movies from the
Doubt.
90's.
The Kingdom Come
And justwhen you think
track finds Jay-Z proclaiming
himself. the "savior of
the·king's samples are only
R&B- or rock- based, he
hip-hop"- an arguable title,
craftily busts out with a sample
and certainly not one to be
from the operatic tenor,
self-imposed. However, there
Luciano Pavarotti . He hits all
are a lot of good things
genres in this album.
throughout the album- the
Beyond Jay-Z's samples,
infectious beats, Jay-Z's
samples, which are amazing,
I want to point out the two
and his rhymes.
stand-out tracks from this
album: ''Minority Report" and
He's.rich because he's a
great rapper and a great rapper
"Beach Chair." "Minority
is judged by his wealth and
Report" is a selfless rap about
fame. But by the end of the
the lives affected by hurricane
Katrina and the fact that race
album, one can't help but
and class differences are still
notice that this savior's
present in the United States.
message has staid moments.
But whether you're a
The track is so true that I can't
fan of hip-hop or not, Jay-Z's
help but wonder what Jay-Z
could do if he put his fame and
beats will get to you.
Kingdom Come starts
money to work for the people.
easy with the track"Prelude"
"Beach Chair" is a
that you could listen to all day. musical stretch and really the
only one of the album. Jay-z
But as soon as you're
teams with Coldplay 's Chris
comfortable, Jay-Z and Jus

Carter to create an eerie track
that finds the hip-hop savior
talking about life and his
legacy.
If you need proof that
Jay-Z can still be a relevant
musical force, "Beach Chair" is
it--proven by the song's sheer
transcendence of the hip-hop
form.
I can't say that Jay-Z is
the savior of hip-hop, but ·
Kingdom Come still deserves a.
place on your iPod.

Nine Inch
Nails' latest
release a
winner
4\1

By Stephanie Simone

1

Hear the pulsating
thumping of the bass, the
scratches, the static, the
powerful lyrics and voice to
back it up, all of this from a
band that is 19 years old, all of
this from Nine Inch Nails.
They are back again
with their new album titled
Year Zero, officially released
on April 17, 2007. One of their
first concept albums, it could
be about the end of the world,
the government, all things that
resemble the book 1984 and
just about our society and
technology in general.
Nine Inch Nails has
been around since 1988,
headed by Trent Reznor, who is
really the only stable member;
the musicians within the band
usually tend to rotate, Nine·
Inch Nails' lineup now includes Jeordie White on bass,
guitar and synth (formerly
Twiggy from Marilyn Manson
& A Perfect Circle ), Aaron
North on guitars (formerly
from The Icarius Line),
Alessandro Cortini on synth,
guitar and bass, and Josh
Freese on drums. Nine Inch
Nails, or NIN for short, has had
much success in the Industrial/
Alternative Rock genre,

releasing a plethora of material,
and Trent Reznor successfully
owns his own label so he can
release things at his own
discretion, but back to the
matter at hand-- Year Zero is a
marked shift in its musical
direction. Every song follows a
distinct theme and continues
upon the next one, so as a
whole, the album means
something more than just each
individual song.
Musically, it's made ·
very well, so well that I've
been listening to it on heavy
rotation just to hear what sound
is what instrument; there is
piano, synthesizers, great
melodic bass, and beats you
can very well dance to, if you
please.
Lyrically, the album is
beautiful too, for example:
"Shame on us, doomed from
the start, may God have mercy
on our dirty little hearts, shame
on us for all we've done and all
we ever were, just zeros and
ones" from the last song on the
album, called "Zero-Sum."
Year Zero is also a part
of the most fan intensive
marketing promotion that
anybody has ever seen. There
have been leaks all over the
place before Year Zero came
out. Shirts with the NIN logo
on them and, in code, said, "I
am trying to believe," started to
surface months. before the
actual recording of the album.
This code on the shirt led to a
website called:

iamtryintobelieve.com and it
was an actual maintained
website that contained a
dystopian view of the world 15
years into the future. Many of
these incidents that occur in
the future contain the digits
0000. It turned out that these
websites that were hidden were
part of a big marketing scheme
thoroughly put into effect by
Trent Reznor.
Reznor has, however,
stated, "The term 'marketing'
sure is a frustrating one for me
at the moment. What you are
now starting to experience IS
'year zero.' It's not some kind
of gimmick to get you to buy a
record - it IS the art form ... and
we're just getting started.
Hope you enjoy the"ride"
- There were also USB
drives hidden in certain venues
that Nine Inch Nails had played
at. The first USB drive contained the song "My Violent
Heart" which quickly circulated on the Jnternet.
Reznor has put a lot of
effort and thought into this
album with all the marketing
done to keep fans, and maybe
to even gain new fans.
Year Zero is a com~
plete masterpiece. This is one
of two albums Nine Inch Nails
is going to release with this
concept. If you want to listen to
something that may blow you
away while challenging your
beliefs or even your disbeliefs,
pick up Year Zero by NIN, you
won't be disappointed.
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Ispring season round-upl
By Coree Reuter

Reserve
ChainpiODS
TheANRC National
Intercollegiate Equitation
Championships were hosted at
the Centenary College
Equestrian Center recently,
Centenary fmished as the
overall Reserve Champion!
Eight students
represented Centenary and
contributed to an impressive
finish at this prestigious event,
according to Tara Johnson.
Team Riders: Holly
Fatula, Ashley DiBongrario,
Tiffany Neidhardt
Individual Riders: Jenn
Elrod, Kendra Merrigan,
Eleanor Kunsman, Heather
Pellerin, Rachel Samuels
Individual results are as
follows:
Overall Competition: (32
riders total)
Eleanor Kunsman CHAMPION - 1st
Ashley DiBongrazio - 5th
Holly Fatula- 8th
Dressage Sportif Phase:
Eleanor Kunsman - 2nd
Ashley DiBongrazio - 3rd
Holly Fatula - 5th
Hunter Seat Equitation
Medal Phase:
Eleanor Kunsman - 2nd
Ashley DiBongrazio - 8th
Hunter Trials Phase:
Eleanor Kunsman - 3rd
Hether Pellerin - 5th

With the semester coming to a close, spring sports at
Centenary are coming to
the end of their seasons. Heavy
rains have been tough on
teams, causing many postponed
games. However, hopes are still
high for playoffs for most of
the squads.
The baseball is currently
16-8 and is holding on to a
second place spot in
the conference. Pat Cassidy, a
senior, has earned two playerof-the-week nods.
Andrew Koncen, a
sophomore, grabbed a pitcherof-the-week title, and freshman
Michael Fasano was awarded
rookie-of-the-week honors.
Jared Grant, a junior, is
sixth in Individual Batting with
a .397 average. Fasano is
leading the conference in runs
scored with 28, followed
by Mark Cerrachio, a freshman,
and Gerry Papa, a senior,
sitting fourth and fifth with 22
a piece. Fasano also has 21
RBis.
Papa is also leading the
conference in RBis with 29, in
triples with five, and is in
second for total bases with 43.
Koncen is third in the
conference with 31 strikeouts.
Men's Lacrosse is sitting
3-10 this year, with junior Nate
Small sitting seventh in the
conference in goals per game
with 2.5 and totaling 30, fourth
in Assists per Game with 1.75
and totaling 21 , sixth in
points per game with 4.25 and
totaling 51 , and second in shots
per game with 10.75 and
totaling 129.
Travis Roy, a sophomore,
is fifth in the conference for
ground balls per game,
averaging 4.25 and totaling 51.
Brian Triolo holds the
ninth place spot in goals
against average with 12.85,
eight in save percentage
with .531, and fourth in saves
. per game with 12.17 and

totaling 146.
Softball has a tight hold
on second place in the
conference with a record of 117. Coach Billie Jo Blackwell
also achieved her 1OOth win
this season!
Senior Lauren Cassoff
nabbed a player-of-the-week
nod and is leading the
conference in home runs with
six.
Megan Dunne, a
sophomore, is seventh in the

coach
By Alyce Zabawa
. .
The Lady Cyclones helped Billie Jo Blackwe~ wm
her lOOth game as head coach in the beginning o~ Apn_l.
Blackwell, happy about this huge coaching mile·
stone, said she feels that Lauren Cassoff, Megan Dunne,
Jessa Jones and Stephanie Bickel are some of the ke! .
players on the Lady Cyclones who have had some b1g hits
and big plays.
The only set backs that the girls have had are the

conference in individual batting Lc:.::o:.::ld~a--n_d_r_arn_·_y::_w_e-:-a-th_e_r_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - with a .421 average.
Stephanie Bickle, a sophomore,
is fifth in stolen bases with
eight.
Finally, the Women's
lacrosse team is seventh in the
conference with a 4-6 record.
Nicole Becker, a junior,
is seventh in goals per game
with 2.78 and totaling 25, third
in assists per game with 1.67
and totaling 15, and second in
points per game with 4.44 and
totaling 40.
Kiti Ovaskainen, a
freshman, is third in the
conference in ground
balls per game with 5.11 and
totaling 46, tenth in shots per
game with 5.56 and a total of
50, fifth in draw controls per
game with 2.67 and
totaling 24. Clare Johnson, a
junior, is in fourth in ground
balls per- game with 3.75 and a
total of 30.
Laura Davis, a senior, is
third in goals against average
with 12.25, fourth in save
percentage with .462, and
second in saves per game with
10.5 and totaling 84.
Stay tuned to the school
website for information on
playoff games!
GoodJuck in the post-season!
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By Edward Cross

have positive morale in
A projectile blurs
abundance, despite their
past the warrior's head
lackluster record. (3-10 at
with lightning speed.
the date of this article)
Bewildered, he looks to
"I think we have
his comrades for direction.
individual morale that
They function as a unit,
fires
up others to play
working to win the battle.
They combine skill, speed, well," Evan Woltman, the
team captain, said.
and cunning to achieve
Keeping their heads
victory. The young men do
in the game and staying
not fight for money, or
positive are disciplines
territory, though. They
fightforfun,becausethey that will carry the team
through the rest of the
are Centenary lacrosse
season.
players.
"We keep our heads
"If you could ~elate
up,
since
we still need to
this sport to anything, it's
definitely barbaric. Hitting make it through the rest of
people with metal shafts is the season. Positive
morale is good, because
my favorite part of the
we earn what we get if we
game. It's fun being able
work for it. We all work
to legally hit someone
really hard," Joshua "Biff' hard despite our record,"
Brian Troilo, goalkeeper,
Strunk, a defense player,
said.
said.
Fellowship, also
Centenary lacrosse.
keeps the team spirit high.
players don't mind being
called barbarians, because Players create friendships
- that transcend !he field.
.the game requires a
"I built a lot of
warrior's skill to master.
friendships
from lacrosse.
An attacker, the
You remember the fun
lacrosse term for an
times, and think back
offensive player, needs a
about the hard times, but
duelist's precision, speed,
sit back and joke about
and agility to handle the
them,"
Bart Rogers,
ball.
secondary goalie, said.
Defensive players
Sports requires
are human ramparts,
dedication.
Anyone can
berserkers ready to
annihilate anyone encroa- have natural talent, but
molding that talent is
ching on their territory.
important for any team to
The goalie needs an
archer's eye to protect his play well. Thankfully, the
Centenary lacrosse
charge. The heart of any
coaches, are more than
force is morale, though.
Centenary lacrosse players able to guide the team.

Coach Matt Pinto,
the defensive coach, is a
young person who relates
easily to the majority of
players. Pinto has
knowledge and skill to
offer his players. He won
a national championship
when he played lacrosse.
A national champion as
defensive coach is a
definite boon for Centenary lacrosse.
"He has shown us
many different things that
have helped us out a
lot," Strunk said.
The head coach, Mr.
Klank, may be easily
frustrated, according to
one defense playe~ who
wished to remain
anonymous, but that has
not stopped others from
trusting him.
"I don't always
understand how his plays
work, but the knowledge
is there," Rogers said .
Amid all the
fellowship, skill,
knowledgeable coaching,
and determination,
however, lies strife and
dismay. This lacrosse
season was mired by
players who quit, a lack
of players, and some
lackadaisical attitudes.
Next season could be
worse, since starters like
Woltman and Strunk are
graduating.
One resident starter
is nervous that a program
might not exist next

got us involved at a young
yea,rbut remains
age.
It gave my brothers
confident that the coaches
will bolster recruitment by and me a common family
bond," Rogers said.
then.
"It's a privilege to
All the concerns
play a game. It becomes
seem minor, though,
because some players play second nature, and I enjoy
strictly for fun, because of every aspect," Troilo said.
The love for the
family bonds, or because
game
keeps the passionate
of a simple love for the
players focused arid
game. The negatives of
.
strong. The next time you.
this season don't exceed
see a group of armor-clad,
the positives, they say.
"I'd play lacrosse all war-painted, club wielding
day, every day if I could; I barbarians marching
toward the field, kindly
play because I love it, not
step out of their way and
because I have to," said
give them a cheer, because
Small.
the
horde is on the
"It [lacrosse] was a
warpath, and it's always a
different sport from
take-no-prisoners
affair.
anything else. My father

Class
Everyone,- '
In exams,
from your
staffe
.We be back
in September.
G

